Assurance™ Garment Packaging

Eliminate® an Entire Category of Biological Contamination in Your Production Environment

- Garments are packaged in a primary vacuum heat sealed bag. The secondary bag is twisted & zip tied, placed into carton liner and outer corrugated carton to assure bioburden and contamination do not migrate between environments. Outer carton has Certificate of Irradiation with irradiation indicator dot.

- Twist-sealed carton liner has an additional Certificate of Irradiation with irradiation indicator dot. The carton liner holds the primary bag

- Secondary bags contain 25 each or pair of individually bagged garments (coverall, sleeves, boot covers) stacked within a twisted 3 mil bag to permit efficient storage with or without bins. Bouffants and beard covers are bulk packed in a 1 mil primary bag, 100/bag, 10 bags per secondary 3 mil bag

- Primary bag is a 1 mil bag. All garments are precision folded for easy donning. Shoe covers are bulk packed in a 3 mil primary bag

- Processed to ensure 1 or fewer colony forming units in 10,000 garments